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6 syllables pages

PLEASE NOTE:
These pages are like the free printables in my series, Tips for 
Teaching the Six Syllable Types. 

WHAT’S DIFFERENT?
An extra step has been added to most of the pages to indicate real 
vs. silly words. Ten bonus pages have been added. All the answer 
keys are also exclusive to this product.

https://thisreadingmama.com/tips-teaching-syllable-types/


Terms of Use: This printable pack was created for you to use at home with your child(ren) or 
with multiple children in a SINGLE classroom/tutoring setting. Please do not share this file 
between classrooms. Instead, encourage others to visit my blog to get their own copy. Please 
do not sell, host, share, reproduce, giveaway, or store on any other site (including a blog, 
Facebook, 4Shared, Dropbox, Amazon Inspire, etc.). Thank you!
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OUR ENTIRE PACK INCLUDES:
Closed Syllable Pages
Open Syllables Pages
VC/V & V/CV Syllable Pages
CVCe Syllable Pages
R-Controlled Syllable Pages
Vowel Team Syllable Pages
C+le Syllable Pages
Closed vs. Open Syllable Pages (BONUS!)
V/V Syllables Pages (BONUS!)
Six Syllable Review Pages (BONUS!)

Closed Syllable Answer Keys
Open Syllable Answer Keys
VC/V & V/CV Syllable Answer Keys
CVCe Syllable Answer Keys
R-Controlled Syllable Answer Keys
Vowel Team Syllable Answer Keys
C+le Syllable Answer Keys
Closed vs. Open Syllable Answer Keys
V/V Syllable Answer Keys
ALL Syllables Review Answer Keys

6 syllables pages



Read & Divide
no prep pages
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Read & Divide

rabbit

muffin suddot

bassip wedding

cottug

jaggophappen

kittenpobbin

webbudtennis
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Look for the VCCV pattern in each word. Split it into its two closed syllables. Read each 
real or silly word. Check the box only if it is a real word. Example: muffin = muf/fin



Read & Divide

basis

relax hanod

zinus music

presix

yavenfrozen

sirenhuman

beginnosot
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Look for the VCV pattern in each word. Split it into its open and closed syllables. Read 
each real or silly word. Check the box only if it is a real word. Example: robot = ro/bot



Read & Divide

dragon

cabin seven

lemon ranet

comic

saladyeven

robinzomic

hemonlimit
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Look for the VC/V pattern in each word. Split it into two syllables using a closed first syllable. 
Read each real or silly word. Check the box only if it is a real word.  Example: finish = fin/ish



Read & Divide

uptone

combine gumtile

exheve mistake

ignite

pancaketrombone

zestapereptile

confusedisnote
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Look for the CVCe pattern in each word. Split it into two syllables, starting with a closed syllable. 
Read each real or silly word. Check the box only if it is a real word. Example: cupcake = cup/cake



Read & Divide

target

return garfen

lantern sister

chuper

blitgerradar

feververbit

malert
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Look for the VCCV or VCV pattern in each word. Split it into two syllables. Read each real or 
silly word. Check the box only if it is a real word. Examples: hermit = her/mit, yogurt = yo/gurt

thermos



Read & Divide

jollow

raisin goozy

becoa fifteen

oatmeal

zescuerainbow

seasonwindow

redeemveeday
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Look for the vowel team in each word. Split it into two syllables. Read each real or 
silly word. Check the box only if it is a real word. Example: peanut = pea/nut



Read & Divide

beetle

circle feegle

doodle hargle

zarble

tortlebeagle

gurglepircle

needlefoodle
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Look for the c + le at the end of each word. Split it into two syllables. Read each real or silly 
word. Check the box only if it is a real word. Examples: purple = pur/ple, noodle = noo/dle



Read & Divide

supper zero

moment kidnap

temper

climaxinsect

superprefix

cobweb
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Split each real word it into two syllables to show that it has either a closed first 
syllable or an open first syllable. Read each word.

baby

attic



Read & Divide

liar

diet neon

trial react

giant

vialfuel

createpoem

chaoscruel
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Look for the V/V pattern in each word. Split it into two syllables between the two 
vowels. Read each real word. Example: dial = di/al



Read & Divide

topic

needle window

recoil arctic

even

trafficuntil

simpleconsume

fiberreptile
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Split each word it into its two syllables based on its syllable type. Read each real 
word. 



Read & Divide
answer keys
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rabbit

muffin suddot

bassip wedding

cottug

jaggophappen

kittenpobbin

webbudtennis
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Look for the VCCV pattern in each word. Split it into its two closed syllables. Read each 
real or silly word. Check the box only if it is a real word. Example: muffin = muf/fin

muf fin sud dot

bas sip wed ding

cot tug rab bit

hap pen jag gop

pob bin kit ten

ten nis web bud
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basis

relax hanod

zinus music

presix

yavenfrozen

sirenhuman

beginnosot
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Look for the VCV pattern in each word. Split it into its open and closed syllables. Read 
each real or silly word. Check the box only if it is a real word. Example: robot = ro/bot

re lax ha nod

zi nus mu sic

pre six ba sis

fro zen ya ven

hu man si ren

no sot be gin
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dragon

cabin seven

lemon ranet

comic

saladyeven

robinzomic

hemonlimit
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Look for the VC/V pattern in each word. Split it into two syllables using a closed first syllable. 
Read each real or silly word. Check the box only if it is a real word.  Example: finish = fin/ish

cab in sev en

lem on ran et

com ic drag on

yev en sal ad

zom ic rob in

lim it hem on
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combine gumtile

exheve mistake

ignite

pancaketrombone

zestapereptile

confusedisnote
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com bine gum tile

ex heve mis take

ig nite up tone

trom bone pan cake

rep tile zes tape

dis note con fuse



Read & Divide – ANSWER KEY





 





Look for the CVCe pattern in each word. Split it into two syllables, starting with a closed syllable. 
Read each real or silly word. Check the box only if it is a real word. Example: cupcake = cup/cake



target

return garfen

lantern sister

chuper

blitgerradar

feververbit

malertthermos
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Look for the VCCV or VCV pattern in each word. Split it into two syllables. Read each real or 
silly word. Check the box only if it is a real word. Examples: hermit = her/mit, yogurt = yo/gurt

re turn gar fen

lan tern sis ter

chu per tar get

ra dar blit ger

ver bit fe ver

ther mos ma lert
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jollow

raisin goozy

becoa fifteen

oatmeal

zescuerainbow

seasonwindow

redeemveeday
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Look for the vowel team in each word. Split it into two syllables. Read each real or 
silly word. Check the box only if it is a real word. Example: peanut = pea/nut

rai sin goo zy

be coa fif teen

oat meal jol low

rain bow zes cue

win dow sea son

vee day re deem
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beetle

circle feegle

doodle hargle

zarble

tortlebeagle

gurglepircle

needlefoodle
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Look for the c + le at the end of each word. Split it into two syllables. Read each real or silly 
word. Check the box only if it is a real word. Examples: purple = pur/ple, noodle = noo/dle

cir cle fee gle

doo dle har gle

zar ble bee tle

bea gle tor tle

pir cle gur gle

foo dle nee dle
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hoping

supper zero

moment kidnap

temper

climaxinsect

superprefix

cobwebhopping
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Split each real word it into two syllables to show that it has either a closed first 
syllable or an open first syllable. Read each word.

Read & Divide – ANSWER KEY

sup per ze ro

mo ment kid nap

tem per ho ping

in sect cli max

pre fix su per

hop ping cob web



liar

diet neon

trial react

giant

vialfuel

createpoem

chaoscruel
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Look for the V/V pattern in each word. Split it into two syllables between the two 
vowels. Read each real word. Example: dial = di/al

di et ne on

tri al re act

gi ant li ar

fu el vi al

po em cre ate

cru el cha os

Read & Divide – ANSWER KEY



topic

needle window

recoil arctic

even

trafficuntil

simpleconsume

fiberreptile
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Split each word it into its two syllables based on its syllable type. Read each real 
word. 

nee dle win dow

re coil arc tic

e ven top ic

un til traf fic

con sume sim ple

rep tile fi ber

Read & Divide – ANSWER KEY
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